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forward as a possible consequence of gamma-ray emissions
detected in thunderstorms by air- and balloon-borne
measurements [Gurevich et al., 1992, and Roussel-Dupre et
al., 1993]. However, observations of gamma-ray radiation in
thunderstorms [Eack et al., 1996; Moore et al., 2001] and in a
high-voltage laboratory [Kochkin et al., 2015] suggest that
this radiation, indicative of runaway electrons, can be
produced by lightning leaders, rather than be associated with
the initiation phase of lightning. So far, there are no
observational data to support the involvement of any
high-energy processes (runaway electrons, X-rays, gamma
rays) in lightning initiation. The tremendous progress made
in the field of high-energy atmospheric phenomena,
stimulated by introduction of the “runaway electrons theory,”
confirmed only the consequential relationship of these
phenomena to lightning processes, characterizing them as a
result of lightning development, rather than the cause of
lightning occurrence [Dwyer and Uman, 2014].
On the other hand, the testing of major aspects of the
hydrometeor hypothesis of lightning initiation did not attract
the attention it deserved from researchers, to address these
aspects in laboratory experiments.
There are two interrelated aspects of the hydrometeor
theory of lightning initiation that need to be considered by
researchers in laboratory experiments. The first one, the
microphysical aspect, should provide answers to the
following questions: (1) What are the realistic sizes, types,
and concentration of hydrometeors involved in lightning
initiation, (2) what are the ambient electric fields required for
leader initiation to occur in ambient temperatures inside
thunderstorms, and (3) how realistic is it to be able to meet
these environmental conditions, to initiate a lightning
discharge? The second aspect of the hydrometeor theory, the
electrical one, defines the physical mechanism for the
transition from corona streamers, started either on a single
hydrometeor, or on a group of hydrometeors, to a bipolar and
bidirectional leader that becomes a lightning flash.
A study of the microphysical aspect of lightning initiation,
with reproduction of the ambient temperature, pressure and
electric field inside the thunderstorm regions, is possible only
in a chamber of small size. However, the small size of the
chamber immediately imposes a limit on the length of the
corona streamers obtainable in the experiment before they
attach to the walls of the chamber. Therefore, no experiment
in a small environmental chamber can proceed beyond
studying corona formation. The only alternative is to study
corona-leader transition from particles that simulate some of
the relevant properties of hydrometeors (but without
addressing the environmental conditions inside the cloud),

Abstract --- The objective of this research was to test, by
means of an experiment in a high-voltage laboratory, the key
aspects of the hydrometeor hypothesis of lightning initiation,
namely, the effect of an array of hydrometeors on processes
involved in the streamer-leader formation of lightning. Because
the common types of hydrometeors present in all regions of
lightning initiation in thunderstorms are ice particles (graupel,
hail, or ice crystals), we used, in this experiment, conductive
particles similar to hail in size, with various spacings between
them, but all under normal atmospheric pressure and room
temperature.
The laboratory array was suspended on
dielectric threads in a uniform electric field of 1 MV m-1 in the
middle of the gap between the high-voltage and ground
electrodes. During the first phase of the experiment, we studied
the formation of a bidirectional arc discharge from the array,
and the effects on the array’s size on the electrical
characteristics of the discharge. We continued with the same
objectives in the second phase of the experiment, by adding the
high-speed video observations with a recording speed of 10
Mfps.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The fundamental question of the physics of lightning
initiation still remains unresolved, despite the tremendous
progress achieved in lightning research in recent years. There
are only two rather vague hypotheses that attempt to explain
lightning initiation in thunderstorms. The first of these
considers hydrometeors as potential nuclei, from which a
bipolar lightning leader emerges in the region of a high
electric field (the “hydrometeor theory”). This hypothesis,
however, does not refer to a specific mechanism of lightning
initiation; the laboratory experiments relevant to confirming
this hypothesis have been limited to the investigation of
corona formation on hydrometeors of different types and in
various environmental conditions [e.g., Griffiths and Latham,
1974; Coquillat et al., 1995]. The second hypothesis suggests
that cosmic rays, by means of the “runaway electrons
theory,” cause an electrical breakdown leading to the
initiation of a lightning leader. This hypothesis was put
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which can be done in a large cloud chamber, or in a large gap
in a high-voltage facility. This was the objective of the study
described in this paper.

believed to be the lowest temperature possible for streamer
formation on a frozen particle [Griffiths and Latham, 1974].
However, in laboratory investigations of streamer formation
from simulated ice particles, Petersen et al. [2006] has found
-38 C to be the lowest temperature for occurrence of
streamers, confirming the results of lightning radiation source
mapping.
Despite the difference in environmental and electrical
conditions, the common types of hydrometeors in all three
regions are ice particles, either graupel or hail, or ice crystals.
For this reason, in the laboratory array of particles we
simulated hail in sizes and the spacing between particles.
Small hollow aluminum balls of diameter ¾” that we have
chosen are of sizes similar to hail particles, but certainly not
similar to them in their conductivity. Although hail is not a
pure dielectric, due to the impurities it contains, it is also not a
perfect conductor. Therefore, an experiment with an array of
metal ball as substitutes for hail may only be used to
investigate the array’s effect on the formation of a leader.
The other properties of hail particles, besides their sizes and
numbers in an array, may be addressed in future stages of a
similar experiment.

II. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE EXPERIMENT
The possibility of leader initiation on individual
hydrometeors is affected by the field-enhancement factor of a
particle (e.g., for a spherical particle, this factor is 3) that
magnifies the ambient electric field on the surface of the
particle. This field should be sufficiently high to sustain
creation of the multiple streamers necessary to produce the
streamer-leader transition. Lalande et al. (2002) have shown
that the electric field at the hydrometeor surface should be
two orders of magnitude higher than the internal field of a
forming leader, in order for the streamer-leader transition to
occur. The shapes of hydrometeors that can create such field
enhancements are not found in cloud particles. Therefore, we
believe streamer-leader transition on a single particle in a
cluster of widely spaced particles in a cloud to be unrealistic.
The suggestion that lightning initiation involves
precipitation particles in closely-spaced clusters was first
discussed by Nguyen & Michnovsky [1996]. The behavior of
such closely-spaced arrays of particles in a uniform electric
field in the laboratory may provide an important clue to the
understanding of the streamer-leader transition in the regions
of lightning initiation. However, no such study has ever been
conducted.
We know that in nature, hydrometeors, may indeed exist in
closely-spaced clusters (arrays) of particles of similar sizes
(e.g., ice crystals), or mixed sizes (e.g., hail and graupel).
Gardiner et al. (1985) reported from airborne measurements
in summer thunderstorms that graupels “in sizes from <100
m to >1 mm, are in total concentrations ranging from 2 to 40
L-1.” From measurements with a sailplane, at altitudes from 7
to 9 km and radar reflectivity from 20 to 45 dbZ, Dye et
al.(1986) reported that ”as the cloud evolves to a mature stage
of microphysical development, the total ice particle
concentration can increase up to several hundred per liter.”
Based on these estimates of the concentration of ice particles
in a cloud, the assumption we used in the laboratory
experiment, of spacing of a few centimeters between
particles, seems realistic.
Corona streamers can easily bridge the gaps of a few
centimeters between the suspended particles placed in a
strong ambient electric field. We postulate that an array of
particles may behave as the equivalent of a single large,
weakly-conductive-and charged body (with a total field
enhancement factor significantly greater than that of any
individual particle). From such a body suspended in an
ambient electric field of realistic values the bipolar and
bidirectional leader may emerge. The experimental testing of
this hypothesis is another objective of this study.
Field observations of the locations, in which lightning
originates in storms, conducted with both the time-of-arrival
technique and interferometers for mapping lightning
radiation sources [see, e.g., Proctor, 1991; Shao & Krehbiel,
1996], show that lightning initiation occurs primarily in three
thunderstorm regions, centered roughly at -10 0C, -20 0C and
-40 0C. Two of these three regions have temperatures cooler
than the so-called “reversal temperature” of ~20 0C ---

III. SETUP OF THE EXPERIMENT
The experiment was conducted in the high-voltage facility
of the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at
Mississippi State University. The 56 kJ impulse generator in
this facility is capable of producing maximum voltage of ~
2.4 MV.

Fig. 1. Diagram of the measurement system for the test gap in the
high-voltage facility of the Mississippi State University. .

During the first phase of the experiment, we intended to
reproduce the streamer formation and streamer-leader
transition from an array of uncharged conducting particles
suspended in the gap between the high-voltage and ground
electrodes, in the ambient E-field of 1 MV m-1. An electric
field such as this is sufficient to produce electrical breakdown
from the surface of spherical particles, at normal atmospheric
conditions. A uniform E-field in a 0.9 m-long gap was
produced by an impulse generator that charged the RC circuit
that consisted of a capacitive voltage divider, C, and a
resistance boom, R (see Fig.2). The time constant of the RC
circuit is ~ 64 s. In addition to measurements of the applied
voltage and current to ground, we used, during the first phase
of the experiment, a high-speed video camera Photron SA
1.1, operated at a speed of 360,000-450,000 fps.
Fig.2. Setup of the first phase of the experiment in the high-voltage facility.
The electric field in the gap is horizontal, and particles of the array are
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occuurs when the bidirectionall leader reachhes the oppossite
electtrodes.

4 Stages of the diischarge formatioon between three metal
m
balls separaated
Fig. 4.
by a gap
g equal to their diameter (3/4”)). Sequential viddeo frames start from
fr
the toop, and move dow
wnward: Recordinng speed is 360,000 fps, 1s expossure
time, 2.8 s – the interrval between fram
mes.

susspended verticallyy as seen in Fig. 3.
3

Fig
g.3. Three metall balls of ¾” diameter
d
separateed by ¾” spacees and
susspended in a uuniform E-field of 1 MV m-1 between the neegative
hig
gh-voltage (on thee right) and the ground (on the left
ft) electrodes.

Fig. 5.
5 A plasma stem
m at the outer edgee of the outer balll and streamers. The
ball iss marked by a cirrcle.

Thhe sequence of video imaages in Fig. 4 was a lucky
y
occuurrence, becauuse in most oth
her events of the
t same type,
the Photron
P
SA 1.1 camera capttured only thee images of thee
flashhover. This means
m
that thee streamer-leaader transition
n
phasse did occur during the 2.8
2 s-long time
t
intervalss
betw
ween video frames,
f
ratheer than durinng the framee
expoosure time off 1 s. Obviiously, we neeeded a much
h
fasteer speed of vid
deo recording to capture thiis transition.
Thhe time variiation of both
h the voltage in the gap
p
betw
ween electrodees and the currrent to grounnd, prior to thee
flashhover, is preseented, in Fig. 6,
6 for two testted cases: with
h
a sinngle ball, and with three alligned balls, seen
s
in Fig. 3.
Com
mparison of theese records sh
hows that the voltage
v
needed
d
to sttart a discharg
ge for a single ball is greateer than that forr
threee balls. The riise in voltage following thee beginning off
the discharge
d
is expected,
e
becaause the introdduction of thee
unchharged conducting bodies into the gap decreases thee
enerrgy of the fieldd, and thus, th
he ambient E-ffield [Stratton.
19411, section 2.133]

The hollow m
metal balls on
o vertical Teeflon threads were
su
uspended from
m PVC pippes (installedd on the grround
eleectrode), andd placed in the uniform E-field at about
a
haalf-length of thhe gap (see Fig. 3).
IV
V. FIRST PHA
ASE RESULTS
As
A anticipatedd, a plasma chhannel has forrmed betweenn the
co
onductive parrticles at thee ambient E-field
E
that was
w
ap
pproximately oone third of thhe breakdown E-field at norrmal
atm
mospheric coonditions (3 MVm
M -1). A diischarge channnel
formed bidirectiionally, with positive
p
and neegative stream
mers
om the outer side
s of a singlle ball and froom the outer balls
b
fro
in the array (Figg.4).
The four subbsequent videeo frames in Fig. 4 show
w the
formation of the plasma channnel from three separated balls,
b
hown in Fig. 3.
3 The first two
t
frames off the sequencce are
sh
ab
bsolutely darkk, even afteer image enhhancement ---- an
inddication of the absence of any
a streamerss. During the third
fraame, the fuzzyy images of nuumerous streaamers fill the space
s
beetween the eelectrodes, annd a bright, luminous plasma
ch
hannel becomees visible betw
ween the ballss. Plasma stem
ms at
thee outer edges on the left an
nd on the righht are clearly seen
(seee Fig.5) --- alll taking placee during a singgle frame expoosure
off 1 s. The fouurth frame, in Fig. 4, depictss the flashoverr that
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Fig. 6. Comparison of breakdown conditions for a single ball and a three-ball array (see symbols). The upper part of each panel shows voltage, V(t), in kV, and
the lower part shows, I(t), in kA, prior to the flashover. Two vertical dashed lines in the graph for current identify the period, delta T, of rising voltage between
occurrence of the first streamers and the beginning of a flashover, which is the duration of the discharge: 1.8 s for a single ball and 1.36 s for the three-ball
array.

ball (1.8 s). This difference suggests a faster transition from
the streamer to the leader phase for the larger array of
particles.

A comparison of the two sets of records in Fig. 6 also
indicates that the duration of the discharge, which is the
period from the appearance of streamers to the flashover, is
shorter for the three-ball array (1.36 s) than for the single
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extreemely valuablle feature of thhis camera forr our experim
ment
was the feature of
o an externall trigger-point setting on any
a
videeo frame.

During the diischarge form
mation, the currrent to ground
d was
steeady at amplittude of 400A
A, for the case of the single ball,
bu
ut deepened innitially to a maximum
m
valuue of 1.2 kA, and
theen settled at a steady level of
o 600A, in thhe case of the three
-ball array.
An accurate interpretationn of the recorrds obtained at
a the
firrst stage, beyyond that presented here, was not posssible,
beecause of thee insufficienttly high speeed of the video
v
ob
bservations.
V..

SECOND PH
HASE RESULTS
S

The first phaase of the expperiment had limited
l
objecttives,
an
nd we had limiited time in thhe high-voltagge facility in which
w
to achieve them
m. We learned, from the voltage
v
and cuurrent
reccords in Fig. 66, that the totall duration of thhe discharge is less
thaan 2 s, whicch indicated the
t need to use
u a much higher
sp
peed of video rrecording, i.e., greater than 2 Mfps, in ordder to
bee able to obserrve and interprret the streameer-leader transsition
in more than onne video framee.
The second phase of the exxperiment, connducted in the same
higgh-voltage faacility (Fig. 7), tested several
s
someewhat
diffferent spatiall arrangementts of conductiing particles in
i an
arrray, accomplished by addin
ng more balls, and increasinng the
disstances betw
ween them. High-speed
H
video observaations
du
uring the seconnd phase weree performed with
w the speed of 10
Mfps,
M
using H
Hyper Visionn manufacturred by Shim
madzu
Sccientific Instrruments. Th
his high-speeed camera has
h
a
co
ontinuous recoording capabillity of 256 fraames maximum, at
10
0 bits and ann exposure tim
me of 50 ns at 10 Mfps. An

Fig.7. The setup for thhe second phase of the experimennt at the high-volttage
facilitty at Mississipp
pi State University. The ambieent E-field betw
ween
electrrodes in the 0.9 m wide gap is verttical; the particles were suspendedd on
horizontal dielectric thhreads.

The sequence of video imaages of the disscharge from the
arrayy of four alligned balls, obtained wiith the HPV
V-X
Highh-Speed Video
o Camera, is shown
s
in Fig. 8.
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g. 8. Sequence off video frames off the discharge deevelopment from four aligned mettal balls of ¾” diaameter each that are
a suspended is a 0.9 m gap betw
ween
Fig
eleectrodes. The sinterval separating the
t balls was (from
m top to button) 3/4”,
3
1 1/2”, and 3/4.”
3
The duratioon of the dischargge is ~800ns. Thee exposure time iss 50
ns.. All images exceept the last one arre enhanced to the same level of liight intensity. The last image is unnmodified.

The following description of the discharge process
p
characteerizes
alll configurationss of the balls, regardless of their number in
i the
arrray. All discharrges exhibited from
f
the very beginning (in thee first
vid
deo frame) a sstrong burst off branched neggative streamerss that
oriiginated at the nnegative electro
ode; the streameers fanned toward the
gro
ound electrode.. Simultaneoussly, a plasma chhannel connectted all
thee suspended baalls (see frame at -440 ns), wiith the plasma stems
cleearly visible at the outer edgess of the outer baalls of the arrayy. No
po
ositive streamers from the grouund electrode were
w
observed during
d
thiis time; they didd appear hundreeds of nanosecoonds later (see frame
f
at -140 ns). Withh time, the num
mber of negativee streamers from
m the
negative electrodde decreased, while the pllasma channell was
developing upwaard and undireectionally as a positively chharged
o the
leaader (starting aat frame of -2240 ns). The development of
negatively chargeed leader from the array was delayed by ~4400 ns
aftter the start of the upwarrd positive leaader, and occcurred

hing
simuultaneously witth the appearaance of multipple non-branch
posittive leaders from
m the ground ellectrode (see fraame of 160 ns)..
Thhe results of the second stage of the experim
ment confirmed the
findiings of the firsst stage, namely, the effect of the numberr of
particles in the arrayy on the duratioon of the dischaarge, which is cllear
from
m these data: duurations of 1.3 s, 1.0 s, andd 0.8 s for arrrays
madee of two, three,, and four balls,, respectively. Less noticeable is
the effect
e
of the num
mber of particlees on the maxim
mum voltage in the
gap prior
p
to the starrt of the dischaarge. From the results of the first
f
stagee of the experim
ment, we infer that
t the combinned corona and arc
curreent, making tog
gether a current to ground of seeveral hundredss of
Ampperes, grows with the number of
o particles.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

By using an array of conducting particles in a high-voltage
chamber experiment, we achieved an accurate laboratory
simulation of the conditions that lead to lightning initiation.
Placed in an ambient E-field sufficient to start breakdown on
a single particle, the array of particles, turned from the start of
the discharge, into a larger plasma-connected body from
which the bidirectional and bipolar leader developed.
We observed that, as the number of particles in the array is
increased, the total current of the discharge grows, and the
duration of the discharge diminishes. The effects of
electrodes, noticeable during a discharge in a high-voltage
laboratory, may not exist in a cloud. They do not, however,
mask the stages of leader development from an array of
particles, which should be similar to those inside the
thunderstorm.
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